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Greetings,
My dog needed his nails trimmed. Simple enough chore. But even
walking into my local pet store chain I couldn’t get away from the
ever-present assault of progressive politics. Rainbow bandanas,
collars, sweaters, chew toys, tags, and even poop bag holders
assaulted my eyes the moment I stepped through the automatic sliding
doors. I guess pets are another vehicle for propaganda, just like
everything else nowadays.
But it’s not just pride-themed displays at your local Petsmart. Weirdos
out there are trying to make their dogs vegetarian. Instagram pet
accounts can’t put up cute pictures of cats and dogs anymore without
adding hashtags such as #BLM and #StandWithUkraine. Don’t get us
started on what happens in the month of June.
At ALIGN, we aren’t against politics–but we do think that politics
shouldn’t infest everything. We have to keep some boundaries and for
us, we draw the line when they try to “turn the freaking dogs gay.”

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
Petsmart and Petco—the two biggest corporate behemoths in the pet
industry—have completely bought into the woke agenda. We certainly
recommend you check out any local or regional pet stores in your
area instead of buying from either of those chains. But we also have a
few other recommendations for you the next time Max needs some
kibble.
Take Raw Dynasty, for example. They are a relatively new company
that produces super high-quality, all-natural food that is easy on your
pet’s digestive system. Perhaps best of all, right now they have a
20% off discount with the code “SPRING20.”
Michigan-based Bench & Field is another great option that has
spent nearly 100 years ensuring pets across America get the nutrition
they need with their specially crafted holistic food. Right now they
have free shipping on all orders, so it’s a perfect time to give it a try.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
If your four-legged friend already has a favorite food or just wants to
chomp on something else, try out Cycle Dog. This creative company
from Oregon hand-sews recycled bike tubes to make everything from
toys to collars.
For the super-chewers out there, Goughnuts is the way to go. Not
only are their tough toys made to be resilient, they also feature a red
interior to show you if the toy has been so over-chewed that it’s no
longer safe for your pet. Even better, if your pet does chew through
the toy, Goughnuts will replace it.

Do you know a business or business owner that should be featured in ALIGN? Let us know!

The Bigger Picture
Earlier this week we announced that New Founding has a number of
positions open, including roles like the Vice President of
Marketing & Growth, Social Media Manager, and Digital
Marketing Specialist. If you want a job that aligns with your values
at a company that pushes back the darkness in our culture and
society, we urge you to take a look at all of the available jobs and
forward the posting to your friends.
Please apply today!
Just yesterday we also dropped the latest ALIGN podcast featuring
Teresa Downing, the President of MGT Manufacturing which makes
Go-KOT, classic American camping cots built in Alabama. Take a
listen to learn about this great U.S. company on Apple, Spotify, or
YouTube.
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